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From the Editors:
The Gadfly is banning all
pretentious writings from publication. All
submissions must henceforth be mortified
least any lofty airs escape notice of the
editors and enter publication! Authors guilty
of submitting pretensious works will be
required to self-flagillate and repent! This
decision is final.
- The Gadfly

Rose's Rager 4:
The Last Rager

Rose Pelham

A '20

It has been a long time since I began
this series, the first of which marked my
entrance into this college, and the last of which
now marks my senior year. I have been through
a great deal to keep it going this long. It seems
uncanny in hindsight, but it was only two years
ago when the second addition of this satire was
met with public outrage for its reversal of trans/
homophobic logic. I mention this because I
hope, with the intervening time, we may have
grown enough as a polity to cringe with some
embarrassment at the recollection. There was
no need, after all, to be outraged by a satire
mocking homophobia.
Satire, at least as I have used it, is the
great litmus test for prejudice. The transphobe
and homophobe may pass me in the street
every day without revealing themselves, but
when I act out the absurdity of their arguments,
I know the prejudiced by their reactions. There
is no need to be outraged by the fact that transphobia and homophobia are absurd, but then,
the question whether or not one is outraged has
always been the litmus test.
Now, I will administer it one last
time…
-1The loss of the Patroclus Pre-Party
was announced by email, much to everyone’s consternation, leaving me with no other
recourse than to spend more quality time with
my future wife––which was, as a general rule,
very pleasant. That the pre-party should be
called off for “budget cuts” at a moment when

the D.C. runs an unprecedented budget surplus,
however, bodes ill for clubs. Clearly, the D.C.
has decided to subject us all to severe austerity
in anticipation of the coming recession––or,
perhaps, to do its part in bringing it about all
the sooner. Either way, it seems we can look
forward to one of those periods in which capitalism seemingly ceases functioning for all but
the rich––its more or less usual condition––and
more rapidly redistributes the wealth to those
who already possess far more of it than they
need, depriving those in need of what little they
have. I wonder if this time we’ll realize it’s a
pyramid scheme…
The economy notwithstanding, the
D.C. seems uninclined to part with students’
money, even when holding onto it jeopardizes
its possession. Alas, the great surplus nourishes
mold at the back of the refrigerator, having
been left utterly untouched while it was ripe for
consumption. But what other outcome were we
expecting from the ad nauseum fetishization of
fiscal conservatism? For all the schemes imagining how we might use this money “saved”
from past years of students, it seems it will
bear no orchards and no fruit––and no metal
workshops either.
But, if I had $30,000 in my pocket
that I could actually use, and as much means of
hiding it from public attention, I would not buy
myself with scheming about it. Instead, I would
make campaign contributions to members of
Congress! After all, the Supreme Court says
money is protected free speech, and it certainly
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speaks louder than the emails of constituents,
since money, unlike constituents’ emails, tends
to deposit the listener into the speaker’s pocket.
So it is that a few very deep pockets hold a
considerable amount of government, which has
become increasingly cozy inside of them, and
has vowed never to go outside again. (Woe be
to the politician who has no pocket in which
to make their home, for they shall be exposed
to the wrath of their rivals in selling-out.) So
it is that I would take up my civic duty and
make my pocket a home to a politician, who I
anticipate shall be grateful and willing to return
me many favors––if not proper responses to
my emails. But alas, this has become irrelevant
to the Rager.
-2Rest assured, there came a point
in the night at which I did, in fact, attend the
Rager, so that I might convincingly write something about it, despite my tendency to become
sidetracked. That point came sometime around
ten in the evening, when I reluctantly departed
from my partner’s side, and marched off to
meet the inevitable head on. Walking up from
back campus, I thought I was slightly late, but
the freshmen––seemingly all men––remained
by the observatory, giving the impression
that they too had missed the moment of their
departure and were waiting without end. I
wondered for a moment if they would become
sensible of their error. They never did, but if
all events occurred in synchronized lateness, or
if I were just earlier than I thought, it made no
difference. The party proceeded according to
its own time, which was sufficiently congruent
with itself, if not the rotation of the Earth, the
arbitrary contrivance of hours, or the desire
to wake up early the next morning without a
hangover.
I was curious to know the freshmen’s
thoughts about the Rager, but like any woman
who generally prefers the companionship of the
nominally same gender, not nearly so curious
as to stay and hear them. The quad presented
itself to me as a territory possessing a lower
population of exposed male nipples, as if it
knew that this were a persuasive enticement
to emigrate. I did so, counting it lucky not to
spot armed fascists in red hats at the border,
and found myself in gayer environs, where I
was informed––for the first time this year––that
I am a middle-aged mom who drinks wine.
About a week later I would be informed of this
fact for a second time, and in about a week
from now I anticipate I will be informed for
a third. Perhaps then I shall adopt a child and
age twenty years in one day. It would be, after
all, consistent with the zeitgeist of a moment in
which “alternative facts” exist and are treated
as if they became truer the more they are
repeated.
The quad was, both in theory and
practice, the place to be to observe events
without the risk of taking part in them, and
this brought a great many people there, since
certain rumors had not yet proven themselves

false. Tentatively, the original population of
the quad approached the Rager behind the
main force of freshmen, who were ambushed
with balloons and speeches. The latter I cannot
recall, not because how long it has taken me to
write this, but because I forgot them as I heard
them.
In many ways, the balloons proved
themselves one of the most fascinating elements of the party without ever possessing the
requisite permission to be so. They popped
off, frequently in large number and quick
succession, emitting a machine gun rattle that
reverberated out from the great hall and across
the quad, echoing off nearby dorms. It was in
this way that they projected their presence in
Leibnizianly minute units of hyper-bombastic
oration the summation of which would require
counting to some indefinite number. They never quite became true white noise, being much
too loud and infrequent, like ill-concealed sex
in the middle of the day, which is private only
to its participants. These intermittent bursts of
explosive noise did not, however, anticipate
the context they were broadcast into, in which
guns possess more protections than people.
This peculiar imbalance of priorities that grants
murder weapons greater protections than their
victims is frequently termed “freedom,” which
its most vehement supporters say they would
die to defend, though usually they are on the
side of the killing, if not by direct involvement,
then by complicity.
-3Sometime not long after the freshmen’s’ entrance, the balloon drop, and the subsequent speechifying, I remembered that I am
21, proceeded to the bar, and procured slightly
less than a glass of wine. This I did for no other
reason than to prove to myself that I could,
and to experience the novelty of it. Around the
same time, I encountered Mr. Doherty, spoke
with him for a moment, and to my horror may
have been mistaken for a heterosexual by
an unknown passerby, who I had to forcibly
restrain myself from correcting. I then left the
building and was informed by Mr. Harrington
that I had missed the senior class meeting, for
which reason I discovered I was in imminent
mortal peril, as I was in ignorance as to the
truth of being a senior. Ms. Evans was at no
point present in either of these conversations,
but asked that I include her around this point,
since she would not be in attendance at the
Rager. After I did not have the chance to speak
to Ms. Evans, I spent my time having conversations with other people––because I have resolved never to dance at parties, and to always
do whatever loud music makes the hardest.
This may appear to be a strange principle, but
it is no less strange than any number of those
upon which modern society is founded, as I
have demonstrated already in propositions 1
and 2.
This was, in truth, how virtually all
the substance of my night passed. There were,
however, other things that happened for which

I was not present. For instance, I have heard
a rumor, hopefully untrue, that one freshman
decided to take a trip down the rabbit hole into
wonderland, only to discover that his particular
method of entering it led not to Alice but an
ambulance. If this did occur, it was sometime
after I left, and that night I slept all the better
for my ignorance. As it is, the overly masochistic culture of last year’s freshmen, who seemed
uniquely obsessed with cultivating cases of
alcohol poisoning and accidental arson, has
given me cause to be more anxious every time
I hear sirens. (I will mention here in passing,
though, that I do possess a surefire way of preventing the latter type of incident. It involves
the threat of a trebuchet and has, I have been
told, become infamous amongst this year's
freshmen.)
-4I lingered on the quad, between
clouds of those toxic fumes that are still so
popular to consume here, waiting for one of
those transcendentally strange moments that
is the lifeblood of this series. None presented
themselves, the novelty of my own experience having worn thin. I was left with an echo
three times removed from the source, with all
its rough edges smoothed by the loss of the
distinct initial impressions. The great trial was
two years over, and was now assimilated into
my narrative, but for that reason could not be
rediscovered, for to travel backwards is only to
measure how far you have come. I left for my
dorm room, to return to the comfort of home
and homosexuality, where the warm embrace
of Lynn’s arms awaited me.
On the way back, I remembered the
essence of my old “doom prophesy” and the
not wholly untruthful quality of its hyperbole:
“Repent: the end of gender (as we know it) is
nigh! The great heterosexual phase of history
has ended! There shall no more be cisgender
man and woman! The spell is to be cast that
shall make us all become trans! The straight
agenda shall be rebuked! The gay agenda shall
come to fruition! No more heterosexuality, no
more opposite-sex marriage, no more gender
reveal parties! It shall be glorious, wonderful, liberating––and all shall come to pass by
2050!” This time, if you take me too literally,
or not literally enough, I have op-ed in the
Georgia Voice waiting for you.u
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What is a Fundamental Question?
Alayna Raymond A’23
There has been a consistent predicament in my life where I didn’t know quite how
to tackle deep issues with relevance to myself.
In simpler terms, I didn’t know how to perceive
the world around me without being told what I
should see because of who I am.
I’ve decided to start a series that I
hope will aid in parsing through my personal
conundrums with the world and how our inherent human conditions plays into that. The Great
Books Curriculum already does much of this
for me, but I want to extend it beyond the classroom and not only develop a deeper internal
thought process’, but also discuss topics with
my peers that go beyond ourselves.
I believe the Gadfly is intended for increasing volume in the student voice. I want to
understand others thoughts with the selfish
ambition of my own personal growth. I am also
extremely curious, but aren’t we all?
Moreover, I'd like to make this initial
publication in my series entitled “Conundrums
of the Human Condition” by first introducing
the kinds of questions I want to ask. A tutor of
mine referred to this particular type of inquiry
as a ‘fundamental question’. His definition was
not necessarily concerned with what it was,

but what effect it has when you answer it. In
slightly paraphrased form, a fundamental question is a question such that when you answer
it “you will change the way you think or live”.
How does thinking about something differ
from it influencing the way you live? I propose
that they’re not very different at all, since
maintaining a particular mindset in effect tends
to extend itself into the decisions one makes
and thus the way we live.
Though if answering such a question
can change the way we think or live, what is
the journey we must take in order to reach that
point? Are there credentials, or is that too confining? Does the effect of reading through what
I call the ‘fundamental answer’ bring about a
universal epiphany for anyone whoever graces
their eyes over the words? How do we know
the question has been fully answered?
That’s the funny thing about this: I don’t think
we’ll ever know when we’ve answered the
question. If you attend St John’s you probably
knew this would happen. Socrates is in no position to tell us what virtue is so I am certainly
unable to answer any sort of fundamental question to its greatest extent.
The wonderful thing about work-

ing toward answering a question is that it only
induces growth within those who dare to take
a chance. Settling on a finite answer may be
the greatest injustice you can commit, because
these questions have so much potential! You
can allow the question to creep into daily life
and enable you to change the way you live. Exploring options and changing habits is integral
to going through life’s turbulence, so why not
add another tool to your personal cache about
working through difficult questions?
This column is a communal effort to
understand some of the many issues we endure
with the human condition. Relieve the mind of
some of these burdens by opening up to new
paths of thought. It would bring me great joy if
you contacted me about having a conversation
about a fundamental question you have. u

Reasons to Visit the Mitchell Gallery this month:
Jean Hogan

A’20

• The second quietest place on campus (Right after any given seminar room at 9:59)
• Impressionism is a tremendous way to view of the majesty of nature while pondering
Lucretius
• Great place to hang in that awkward pre-lecture period (6:45-7:45!)
• SJC can be a small school – you’ll get tired of the back campus landscapes
• St John’s is a place to explore various patina’s, try a different vintage.
• Patrons hot takes on the art are informative and scalding
• Remember how gorgeous spring can be before snow descends on our little town
• It’s much easier to look smart at a gallery than in class - the occasional “hm” will take
you far
The Gallery is open Tuesday through Sunday from 12-5 pm, in addition it is open from
6:45 to 7:45 on Friday night.u
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Music as a Spiritual Journey

The following is a short
piece I wrote for Mr. Townsend’s
Sophomore Music class two years
ago, and is to date the most memorable assignment I have had at St.
John’s. It is an example of a musical
experience we cannot anticipate but
is novel in how we are affected. In
this case it was a gauntlet to which
I was initially subjected, but from
which I emerged more whole and
free.
I hope that by sharing it,
others will be encouraged to discuss their own profound musical
moments. Specifically, not simply
the way a song makes you feel, but
how a distinct musical event caused
a movement within you demarcating a before and after in your life. I
hope you enjoy.

Brahms Piano Quartet No. 2 in A
Major, August 6, 2017, St. Francis
Auditorium, Santa Fe, NM:
As the soft melody of the
third movement began, I was struck
by a wave of melancholy. I was
reminded of my recent shortcomings in personal discipline and
compassion towards others. While I
felt satisfaction in the quality of the
performance, I couldn’t help scowling as a knot tightened in my chest.
My mind wandered from the music
as the prickly feelings stewed. The
musicians continued to strain at
their work, but I was removed from
the setting, deaf to their notes. I
reminisced on the times people
had dismissed my approaches for
friendship. I felt unwanted, unloved.
Without realizing that the
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Morgan Ballard-Wheeler

third had ended, the fourth movement began. The melody quick
and light, the instruments played
in unison, driving forward with a
powerful momentum. I was immediately drawn from my shell of
despair, listening intently to each
note. I took a sudden, involuntary inhale and felt empowered to
detach myself from unwarranted
negative emotions. For despite
intellectually telling myself to
release these emotions every day
for the past few months, somehow
this music — and this performance
in particular — finally gave me
emotional permission to do so. My
applause to the musicians was out
of gratitude for their healing work,
and to Brahms, wherever he may
be.t

The Blue Light Dies First
Marielle Morley

she dies to find life again
but only manages to make faces at
the indigestible licorice soul
each piece as repulsively aged
as a crunchy chewed up cigarette
blowing clouds of shadows and smoke,
crushing herself with weight on her shoulders, following her
breath
how did she expect to feel
after all the travels through muck and soot, never to be clean
again
attempting to bathe
but she will never be clean again
the wet sunrise she tastes with the bitterness of an overripe
melon, pungent and fermented
to dry herself she finds a blanket
but it only soaked each sadness as it highlighted the dirty
and after hours of attack
it turns in on itself

retreating back into the floor and wall
touching burned incense sticks
lit to cover the smell of gooey sadness
black and reeking like melted tar
falling greedily into the crustacean pit
the well that’s been digging since the first ever
primordial rhyme
holding out for each thing lost and forgotten
as ancient as her thirst,
drinking
with lips pressed the white and pink meet
each memory, a parasite
the well water wells
as she unravels her grievances
it doesn’t matter what she’s seen in the sage of her
oblivion
there is a resurgence
and the ringing doesn’t stop t
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Musings of a Senior

It is quite funny,
and appropriate, perhaps,
that through some four
years of association
with Mx. Johnnie at
the college,
I have watched them become more beautiful
(handsome, perhaps) in proportion that I have
become less so.
Beauty befits them, I think,
and I mean no belittling in this.
Their comments are so oft well composed,
and indeed come so seldom that they
may well have been composed,
that with the flowering of their handsomeness,
the image of a wizening, maturing human,
comes one of a mind doing the same.
It is funny, then, for what
wilting I see in myself
comes too with a great and
continuous shaking of my
confidence that I, of all people,
have the authority to speak beautifully of the

program books, so often things so beautiful.

Tatum

It is as though beauty comes to
those who claim it, that in this to strive is
to succeed, and perhaps, to not strive
is to be rejected.

spirit in me that insists

Although Mx. Johnnie’s example is eminent,
four years have been an exercise in repetition,
to watch the same follow suit for my peers
about me.

the last of a lineage
with no equal in
itself,

As they are (or seem to be)
subsumed to their own degree
in thought and style,
the dregs I brought with me
have seemingly multiplied! making
a coat of my past, and my
reconsiderations of the same.

A’20

I am the only ambassador
of my past,

a sole survivor
of a world not quite
another.
If then I am lesser
in my own heart’s evaluation,
I think that I might yet
be fortunate,

On gloomy Sunday nights, I
sometimes find myself daydreaming of other
selves,
as though from the image of beauty I
could find for myself the secret of a soul
saddled with it;

to rise to the greatest
height of my station—

but it is a
belligerent and persistent

as my sister, my brother. t

and if lacking in feeling
the heart of another
to count on myself

A Beloaned Student’s Guide to Dining in Annapolis
Maybe you’re off the meal
plan. Maybe it’s 7 o’clock, and you
don’t like eating dinner at the hyperbolic asscrack of dawn. Maybe you’ve
grown tired of hotdog pizza. Whatever the circumstances that led to your
predicament, you now find yourself
standing on Main Street with $5 in
your pocket and a need for an unreasonably priced meal. Without further
ado, I present to you A Beloaned Student’s Guide to Dining in Annapolis.
To save you the trouble and
embarrassment, I have shamelessly
slithered into many local restaurants
and composed a list of the meals that
can be purchased for less than $5
(keep in mind this does NOT include
a tip. Tip your servers, Goddammit!)
Let’s start with a timeless
classic: Chick & Ruth’s. I will note that
many items can be purchased at this
establishment for under our meager
allotment of $5, so for the sake of ef-

ficiency, I will list my top five.
1. Colossal Fries - $4.99 (They offer
a non-colossal version for $2.99)
2. Mac & Cheese - $3.29 (Found in
the Side category)
3. Deli Potatoes w/ Chili & Cheese
- 4.99 (Found on the All Day
Breakfast menu)
4. Eggel Deluxe - $4.79 (bagel with
egg and your choice of meat)
5. One Egg Platter - $4.79
Looking for something a little
less eggy? Look no further than Vida
Taco Bar. The following tacos are
available for $5 or under.
1. Chorizo - $3.50
2. Pacifica - $4.25
3. Buffalo Cauliflower - $4.50
4. Jerk Tempeh - $5
5. Sweet Potato and Black Beans $3.5
6. The Gringo - $3.75
7. Tinga Chicken - $4.75
Maybe you want a restaurant

Kyla Murphy

A’22_

with more of an aggressive “chain”
feel. Allow me to point you to Chipotle. Useful Hack: This restaurant does
not ID for the kid’s menu!
1. Cheese Quesadilla - $3.95 (Found
on the Kid’s Menu)
2. Build Your Own - $4.95 (Found
on the Kid’s Menu)
Another restaurant that does
not ID for the Kid’s Menu (and it’s
Maine themed! Dirigo!): Mason’s
Famous Lobster rolls!
1. Kid’s Meal Hot Dog - $3.95
2. Kid’s Meal Grilled Cheese $3.95
3. New England Clam Chowder $4.50
4. Lobster Bisque - $4.50
Finally, take advantage of the
many sushi restaurants around town.
Sakura, Joss, and Nano all offer rolls
for $5! Best of luck to you, hungry,
beloaned students. t
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rible.

The new Joker movie is ter-

It is not endearingly terrible.
It is regular terrible. It is terrible
because it tries so desperately hard to
be great, to be a Serious Issue Drama
About Mental Illness and Class Warfare and the Decline of Polite Society,
but it fails because it is utterly hollow
in every way. It aspires to be something without trying to say anything.
It is the kind of film that people say will win Oscars. It is, indeed, a
terrible film that might win an Oscar,
transcending the honors normally
afforded to comic book movies. As
much of a film snob as I am, I do not
find that possibility inherently objectionable; one of the last big-budget
films I loved was Black Panther, which
wholly deserved its Best Picture nomination. Moreover, I no longer have
any faith in or respect for the Motion
Picture Academy of Arts and Sciences
after Green Book-gate, so now that I
think about it, it really makes no difference to me whether Joker wins an
Oscar. I loathe Joker so much, though,
because to me, it is a shallow amalgamation of every Oscar-bait movie that
has been made in recent years.
Directed by Todd Phillips of
The Hangover (who also co-wrote the
screenplay with Scott Silver), the film
is a portrait of a man on the verge
of a nervous breakdown, that man
being Arthur Fleck (Joaquin Phoenix, whose performance affords the
character the humanity and dignity
that the writing deprives him of). In
the Batman comics and in the previous films in the franchise, the Joker is
a criminal mastermind. He is an agent
of chaos, but an undeniably witty one;
his defining feature is his intelligence.
Phillips, however, seems intent on
making this A Serious Issue Drama
About Mental Illness. That is all well
and good, except for the fact that Phillips and Silver sacrifice the character’s
signature intelligence to reinforce the

Joker Review

idea that he is mentally ill. To them,
a mentally ill person is simply incapable of being intelligent. And so they
make Arthur a man-child of sorts; he
is an aspiring standup comedian with
no sense of humor whatsoever, who
carries around a notebook filled with
bad puns and who does research by
taking notes at standup shows (these
notes include “SEX JOKES FUNNY”).
He lives at home with his mother and
almost robotically repeats her assertion that he was “put on this Earth to
spread laughter and joy.” His eventual
transformation into the Joker therefore seems inauthentic. The character
does not seem developed enough to
undergo an organic transformation
in the first place; he is written to be
a Stock Crazy Person In a Movie, the
kind of Stock Crazy Person actors love
playing because it will win them an
Oscar. (Or an Emmy; Claire Danes’s
bipolar character on Homeland
twitches, for some reason. Bipolar
people do not twitch).
Arthur is the only mentally
ill character in the movie besides his
mother, Penny (Frances Conroy), who
is eventually revealed to have been
diagnosed with delusional psychosis
and narcissistic personality disorder.
During Arthur’s childhood, Penny
also enabled her boyfriend’s abuse of
him; furthermore, she may or may not
be lying as to the precise nature of her
relationship with her former employer, billionaire Thomas Wayne. As Joker
fancies itself a Serious Issue Drama
About Mental Illness, it is therefore
obligated to portray mental illness
responsibly. The fact that the only two
mentally ill characters in the movie
are destructive to others exemplifies
the persistence of fear-mongering stereotypes about the mentally ill. In the
Department of Psychiatry and National Drug Dependence Treatment Center’s 2015 essay “Violence and Mental
Illness: What is the True Story?” for
the All India Institute of Medical
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Sciences, the authors state, “In public
perception, mental illness and violence remain inextricably interwined,
and much of the stigma associated
with mental illness may be due to a
tendency to conflate mental illness
with the concept of dangerousness.
This perception is further augmented
by the media which sensationalises
violent crimes committed by persons
with mental illness….and focuses on
mental illness in such reports, ignoring the fact that most of the violence
in society is caused by people without
mental illness. This societal bias contributes to the stigma faced by those
with a psychiatric diagnosis, which
in turn contributes to non-disclosure
of the mental illness and decreased
treatment-seeking, and also leads to
discrimination against them.”
Through focusing on Arthur’s
mental illness and the mistreatment
he receives from society because of it
(his undisclosed mental illness causes
him to laugh at inopportune times,
which often leads to him being beaten
up), the film effectively justifies his
eventual murderous rampage. After
all, he was a Nice Guy, but then he
snapped, because We Live in a Society
that turns mass murderers out of nice
mentally ill people. If only we were
nicer to mentally ill people, we would
have fewer mass murderers. 		
This is an implicitly problematic assumption, because:
1. It reinforces a tired deflection
tactic beloved of NRA apologists.
(“We need to talk about mental
health!”)
2. In the aforementioned study,
authors Mohit Varshney, Ananya
Mahapatra, Vijay Krishnan,
Rishab Gupta and Koushnik Sinha
Deb noted that the mentally ill
are more likely to be victims of
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violent crime than perpetrators.
3. Moreover, according to a 2018
study by the University of New
South Wales, mentally ill men
are 76 percent more likely to be
victims of violent crime than
men without mental illness, while
mentally ill women were nearly
three times more likely to be
victimized than women without
mental illness.
The egregiousness of Joker
stems from the fact that the film tries
to position itself as sympathetic to the
mentally ill. It is not sympathetic. It is,
at best, patronizing. It is just as ignorant of mental illness as the society it
condemns.
Its attempts at tackling class
conflict are similarly shallow. After
Arthur, in clown makeup (he has
recently been fired from his job as a
party clown for attempting to bring a
gun to the children’s hospital, because that’s just something mentally
ill people do, apparently), kills three
bankers harrassing him on a subway
at night, the clown becomes a symbol
of the disenfranchised, disgruntled
working-class. There are mass demonstrations in the street where protestors wear clown makeup. Arthur is a
proletariat hero. This $55-64 million
film attempts to be sympathetic to
the working-class, but insults them
by painting them as celebratory of a
violent crime. The working-class in
the film seem even more irrational
because of the lack of dimension the
class struggle is given; the audience
is never told what the crux of the
conflict between the rich and the poor
is, we are only told that it exists. In the
opening scene, Arthur—while working as a party clown—is randomly
assaulted by a group of teenagers of
color after they steal a sign he is carrying. The working-class are portrayed
as impulsive and thoughtlessly destructive; Phillips and Silver feed into
classist stereotypes as much as they

feed into ableist ones. Most of the
black characters Arthur encounters
are either cruel or dismissive; aside
from the teenagers who assaulted him,
his social worker doesn’t listen to him,
a clerk at Arkham Asylum isn’t even
aware Social Services have been cut
in Gotham City, his pretty neighbor
doesn’t notice him, and a woman on
the train snaps at him after he playfully makes faces at her baby. It is The
Fault Of Society that he is this way, we
are told; the film particularly frames
its black characters’ lack of empathy
as almost blasphemous. Not only are
they unsympathetic—they have the
audacity to be unsympathetic!
Aside from its deeply flawed
messaging, Joker is also highly derivative. It attempts to pay homage to
better movies, like Taxi Driver and
King of Comedy, with some flashes
of The Machinist. King of Comedy in
particular is continuously referenced;
Robert de Niro plays a talk show host
whom Arthur idolizes, and the host
ultimately meets his deranged fan, to
disastrous consequences. Too much
of its plot, however, hinges on that
interaction, making Joker more of a
remake of King of Comedy than an
homage to it. And if it is a remake, it is
a spectacularly disappointing one.
Much has been made of the
danger the film may cause. Across
the country, there have been reports
of armed guards at screenings. Incels
have called it “our movie.” As socially
irresponsible as its message is, however, I do not feel as though the film is
actively provocative because I feel it is
too stupid to be provocative. It is provocative because a disgruntled group
of predominantly white men online
have anointed it as their crowning glory, and because this same disgruntled
group of predominantly white men
have emerged as a growingly fearsome
presence, willing to hurt themselves
and others. Independent of that context, it is a film that tries desperately
to be provocative, but fails because of
that very desperation. It wants to be

provocative because it wants to be a
film that is called provocative. It wants
to be provocative because it wants to
be Not Another Superhero Movie.
The story is told with no particular
care or affection; it seems curiously
formulaic. It is a film that is made to
be provocative for the sake of provocation, for the sake of winning awards.
It is a failure, yes, but it does not even
have the decency to be an interesting
failure. t

Initial Reflections
Dimple Kaul

From science and management
She’s steered me to savour
On the literary firmament
The brilliance of Chaucer
Her scintillating discussions
Invoke Metaphysics and God
My tutor for Literature
Erudite Ms. Axelrod
Widening my horizon
Is what they’ve been at
That’s how this Homer virgin
Birthed an Odyssey Sonnet
With a summery smile
Beaming like a bright omen
Our seminars in style
Conducts Ms. Paalman
Honour, grief and rage
Served with a dash of fun
Keeping us all engaged
Is the Socratic Mr. Tipton
As I study, not just read
And further explore
I am, with ease, freed
To, my evolution, soar t

